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saw him again, he always to constantly refresh the lower limit of the lynx tears. but 14 years ago when the wllp was still in front of many
in high and vigorous spirits, like the long gone past. 14 is not great, but long enough to pass through a generation of memories. 14
years - perhaps even longer, how many past events to wear. But there are some things that you can never wipe away from the sport
you love. Maybe it is because is a giant unprecedented into this world, and inextricably bogged down in. perhaps only because of a
summer's unforgettable encounter, so simple, but day after day, year after year, until now. and perhaps the love of basketball, only
from the worry of the blood of the times, a ball, a frame, a simple combination of a box. < p > when idle leafing through faces
depreciation yellowed old photos, the endless anecdotes in the history of sea, listen to look at other people's stories, fill your
memories. in the imaginary space, being against fate, frenemy the situation of the times. marveled at particular masterpieces.
surprised Hubei on their own is difficult to have, but the existence of innate divine. star witness growth trajectory a boy. With the
growth on the suspect, self doubt and self proof process. on the once-in-a-lifetime scene fascinated. is a small counter attack and
admirable characters. because of a complex, so that once the psychological distance is no longer distant. not only admire worship in
the low-key wisdom to recover the original simplicity. also said the bastard genius but personal independence of conduct. desire to
pay will be like ten years of grinding sword like All sufferings have their reward. think, love and happiness with the sad, after the fate of
the waves and ripples. and filled with sad tragic hero, also with due respect. sigh in the past, failed to come true. sorry for the lost
youth and the promised land. in early withered anatomia grief. love to chase new old alternate People are hurrying to and fro.. Send
off a legend, seal a memory. in a sigh of life changing choice and being chosen, lamented the hand of fate of impermanence. all
these, this is not the only one. The reason for love is nothing more than that, it is essential to your life, and you just see the life you are
experiencing. therefore, love basketball there is no distinction or distinction, as you like the human essence no taste discriminatio. is
not due to see very partisan and mutual exclusion. not to seize the fault and others, "pleased with oneself.
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